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While continuing to remain the Cover Editor of Artspace, Bill Jackson has passed the job of
collating and editing the contents of the magazine to Mick Rafferty. LSA would like to take this
opportunity to thank Bill for all the work he has put into Arfspace over the years: for first
launching it back in 1998, for editing the magazine faithfully for five years, and finally for bringing
us into the age of colour reproduction. This has represented a huge commitment in terms of time
and resources, and LSA would not be where it is today without him. Thank you, Bill, for your
untiring dedication and expertise.
And thank you, Mick, for taking up the baton: LSA greatly appreciates your commitment and
energy.
Please note that the new address to which to send articles and reviews tor Artspace is:

mickrafferty@aol.com
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News Update on LSA
Hall, Spencer Yard and

Band Factory

Studio Spaces,North

Premises, Althorpe St.

As members of LSA are probably aware we have
been operating Studio Spaces in North Hall, since
1999. Earlier this year we were given notice to quit
the building due to redevelopment as part of the
proposed " Cultural Quarter" and we were offered
use of part of the Band Factory building in
Althorpe St. by the Council. A date was set for us
to relocate studios at the end of July 2002 and as

a

consequence

we vacated North Hall.

character to each space.

lnstallation will develop and change
constantly over the course of its duration to echo
the ideas both of the artists and of the visitors,
who are invited to bring objects to be place in the
space. The outcome will be surprising and

The

unexpected.

forthcoming..

Unfortunately there were problems with the
arrangements for us to move into the Band
Factory, which coincided with a change of policy
on North Hall in Spencer Yard, allowing us to
move back in, but on a very temporary basis until
the end of February 2004, when hopefully the
Althorpe St. premises will be available.
lf anyone wishes to use studio space over the
next few months, we have space available at
North Hall. Conversely if anyone knows of any
space that we could use for studios please
contact the Studio Manager David Lewis on
01926 429139 or 07866 289 593

lnga Harland
26 Jan

till 13 Feb 2003

Library Gallery, University of Warwick
Exhibition of Prints and Paintings
Nancy Upshall
16 Feb tall12 March 2003

Library Gallery, University of Warwick
Exhibition of Prints and Paintings

News

Homing lnstincts
opening the windows of the mind
Chris Browne and Ann Power have been
selected to create the Gommunity Space
Exhibition at Rugby Art Gallery & Museum
from 27 January - 21 March 2003
The installation will be a spontaneous response to
the environment within the Gallery Space. The
core of the installation will be a room, four metres
square, made from lightweight hanging panels
created from paper and fabrics. The surrounding
rooms will be defined with string and tape to
suggest the imaginative structure of the dwelling.
Each area will be 'furnished' with objects, found,
acquired and manufactured, to give a resonant

Late in October as I was strolling along Boulevard St. Michel in Paris, I thought "l'm sure I know that
face, but the likelihood of such a coincidence is infinitessimal." Or words to that effect.
But as the distance diminished, our eyes met and instantly I could see the feelings of disbelief,
incredulity and \A/l-lAT ARE THE CHANCES OF THIS ACTUALLY HAPPENING? Anyway Dominica
(Vaughan) was having a fag before lectures, conjugation practice I think she said, and she's having a
Mick Rafferty
good time and says hello to everyone.
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OBITUARY

Sir TERRY FROST
October 1915 - September 2000

Terry Frost talking about his work at his Newlyn home in 1996. Photo: Alison Plumridge

On the 1st September, Sir Terry Frost, died near
his home in Newlyn, Cornwall. Terry was one of
the most prominent and respected artists in the
development of British Modernism and a key
member of the St lves group of artists. ln spite
of his great success in Britain and abroad, he
never forgot his working class roots and was
unfailingly generous in his work with generations
of artists, students and curators. He had an

infectious energy

and

passion

the portrait wasn't liked, then you heard about it in
much stronger terms of abuse than the critics dare
to use now. Good training that was. Certainly I
learned how to see things around me for the first
time...l am sure that was the best education I
could have had before becoming a professional
painter."

ln 1944 he had his first exhibition, at Leamington
Library, and he was quoted in the Courier as being

for

life,
champagne, olives, vividly coloured flowers and,

maternal grandmother at 27 Rugby Road,
Leamington Spa, and had a happy childhood,
expressing a passion for sport, writing and
drawing. However, these interests were not
encouraged and, like many other working class
boys, he left school at 14 lor a series of jobs in

determined to become an artist and intended to
spend two years studying art when he returned
home before taking up landscape painting as a
career. However, when he finally returned to
Leamington later that year he found his family
could not understand his choice of career and,
under pressure from them, he got a job as an
electrical components wholesaler. ln the evenings
he took classes at Birmingham Art School and
there he met a Leamington girl, Kathleen Clarke,
and they married in August 1945. Despite his
happy marriage he was deeply frustrated at not
being able to paint fulltime and fell ill. So,
following Adrian Heath's advice, Terry and Kath
left Leamington and moved to the artists' colony at
St lves in Cornwall.

local shops and factories including Sabins bakery.
This job meant he could chat up the waitresses
whilst delivering cakes to the cafeteria at the
Royal Pump Rooms!

Life was not easy. They worked long hours in
domestic service to support themselves and their
growing family. But Terry soon became part of the

of course, art.
He once said "[Painting] is something I love, that's
what you've got to remember. I know if I don't
keep working - then I would be old"

Born in Leamington in 1915, he lived in the town
until the age of 24, returning regularly to see
family and friends. He was brought up by his

local art scene, meeting Peter Lanyon, Sven
Berlin, John Park and Borlase Smart and found
the support he needed. The next few years were
divided between Cornwall and London where he
studied at Cambenrvell School of Art. This was
dominated by the Euston Road School led by
Wlliam Coldstream, Claude Rogers, Lawrence
Gowing and Victor Pasmore. One of the most
important pictures he painted during this period
was "Madrigal", now in the collection of the Art

When warwas declared in September 1939 Terry
was immediately called up. He served in France,
North Africa and the Middle East before being
captured in the German assault on Crete in June
1941. He was imprisoned at Stalag 383 in
Bavaria, but in spite of the hardship of
imprisonment, the prison camp provided the kind
of university education he had missed and
changed the direction of his life.

Gallery at the Royal Pump Rooms. This used the
dark muted oil colours typical of Cambenruell at the
time: aubergine, bottle greens, black and browns
in geometric patterns on the canvas. This was his
first abstract painting and drew on both the
imagery conjured up by the Auden poem of the
same title and his memories of the hardships in the
Midlands mines and his love for Kath. lt was in
this painting that Frost found his artistic language.
This was a very brave move because by the 1940s
there was considerable critical scepticism about
abstract art, particularly at Cambenrvell.

He began to draw his fellow prisoners and soon
became friends with the artist, Adrian Heath, who

had been a student at the Slade School of Art.
Together with four other prisoners they formed a
sort of art school. Occasionally they would receive
art materials from the Red Cross but for the most
part they had to be very inventive, making paint
from sardine oil and brushes from the horse hair.
He later attributed his heightened sense of colour

and visual awareness to the starvation

he

suffered in the camp. Even in the 1990s he
could vividly describe the colour, movement and
pattern of the leaves in the woods, on the rare
occasions they were let out of the camp to work.
This ability to capture and express nature was to
stay with him for the rest of his life. Terry and his
fellow prisoners of war were not freed until the last
few days of the war. So much long and tedious
time spent during his 3 years in captivity was
passed painting. He said:

"l

did in the end about two hundred

ln 1949 his work was chosen by the distinguished
collector Howard Bliss and the director of the Arts
Council, Philip James, for a show entitled "Artists
of Fame and Promise" and Terry began to gain a
reputation amongst artists, galleries, colleges and

critics. ln

1951 he also met Roger Hilton and
became part of a new British avant-garde who
were intensely preoccupied with the meanings and
possibilities of abstract art.

portraits. lf
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His paintings were always rooted in the images
that surrounded him, whether it was the rocking
fishing boats in Newlyn Harbour; the deep crags
of rocks in North Yorkshire; or the logo for Foden

he was discovered by a new generation of artists
and collectors and demand for his work grew. He
designed ceramics, scarves and watches for the
Royal Academy, became a prolific printmaker and
began to exhibit widely again. ln 1992 he was
elected a Royal Academician and in 1995 he was
knighted. He continued to work with remarkable
energy, completing his commission for the new
superhospital at Coventry in spite of the
debilitating effects of prostate cancer.

trucks in Banbury.

By the early 1960s he was established as

a

leading British artist, exhibiting regularly in London
and in the major group exhibitions of the time. His

first one-man show in New York was in 1960
where he met De Kooning, Mothenruell and
Rothko.

I have been privileged to work with Terry on a
number of projects since the mid 1990s and will
remember his sense of mischief, passion for life
and art and generosity towards the Gallery. He
will be sorely missed.

By the early 1960s his images had become
simplified, with one or two chevrons and curves
arcing across the canvas, with a greater freedom
in gesture. The colour in these works was still
fairly muted with pale blues, creams, black and
soft reds dominating. Then in the mid 60s whilst
teaching in California he was introduced to water
based acrylics. Their bright matt colours
immediately appealed to him and his paintings
began to explode with colour. Sharply defined Dforms bouncing across large canvases. He
would challenge his students at Reading
University to use as many different tones of one
colour as possible. He responded to colour

Alison Plumridge
Senior Curator, Art Gallery & Museum, Royal Pump
Rooms. Leamington Spa

emotionally, saying:

"Certain colours do people's hearts good, other
colours they dislike in various degrees. lt is a
question of reacting via the eyes through the
heart and head for a full sensation."

ln the 1970s, as interest in the St lves group of
artists waned, Terry Frost was dropped by his
dealer, Waddington Galleries. He continued to
teach at Reading but decided to move back to
Newlyn to a house at the top of Tredavoe Lane
with spectacular views over the bay. ln the 1980s

experimental art of one
generation can lay the foundations for the next
without this inhibiting the impulse to experiment

be valuable. The

Cold Dark Matters:

further.

images of life on the edge

The breadth of approach in

contemporary

installation has been both its strength and its

The installational approach to making has more of
a history than its present group of practitioners
might care to acknowledge. As in other art
practices, familiar themes and concepts have a
way of re-emerging. \Mtat seems at first like an
original idea can sometimes be traced back to an
earlier source. lt might be pitched differently, it
might not yield the same results, but it will often
cover the same ground. These connections can

lts modes of

operation have
just
encompassed
about everything. There has
been no external pressure, no strong voice
advocating a particular look or direction. These

weakness.

artists have experienced conditions of liberation
but also ones of maximum uncertainty. lt's a
popular misconception that a state of uncertainty
prevailed throughout the modern period, but even
the most radical forms of modernist practice could
6

be judged according to specific aesthetic criteria.
ln simpler times it almost seemed as if the
aesthetics of art-making were being revised
systematically in accordance with a rolling
programme of modernisation that Clement
Greenberg had put himself in charge of.
The stateliness of this progress was interrupted by
a counter-movement that anticipated much of the
current involvement with installation. Arte Povera
began in the 1960s in ltaly, the same country that

gave rise to that great religious

extension of the processes of making. I don't want
to plod through the comings and goings of the

intervening period. Suffice it to say that we are
now at the latter end of what has been a revival of
this type of placing and making, but with few
exceptions (two of which we will look at later), it
hasn't been as good. I'm not sure to what extent
today's installation artists recognised their debt to
the earlier movement until it was brought home to
them in Tate Modern's 2001 show, Zero to lnfinity:
Arte Povera 1962-1972. The show included some
key works but none better than Luciano Fabro's
installation, Feet (1968). ln spite of the passage of
time it came across as a fresh and strikingly
original piece of work. Ranks of giant claw-like feet
occupied a whole gallery. They were hand-crafted
in carved marble, polished bronze and hand-blown
glass and connected to the ceiling with sheaths of
silk and other exotic materials that read as
elongated legs. No simple meaning offered itself in
spite of the significance of the date, unlike the
same artist's rope-hung cast of an inverted map of
Italy. The political message there couldn't have
been clearer. Feet was a more enigmatic affair - an
unlikely but impressive collection of elements,
evocative of ltaly's ambitious past, rich cultural
heritage and the craftsmanship that it was built

counter-

movement, the Franciscans. Like the Franciscans

it seemed to embrace poverty as a virtue but this
was a curious kind of poverty that didn't turn its
back on rich resources. The sources of making

(because

this was

essentially

a

sculptural

movement) were bewilderingly broad but generally
uncontaminated by the habits of practice. The

to

materials but without
resorting to conventional procedures. Placing and
assembling were the preferred options.

artist would respond

The mainstream at that time was dominated by a
neat and tidy form of abstraction where clearly
defined parameters applied. Although Arte Povera
represented the first effective challenge to
modernist ascendancy, it did so in the context of
abstraction even when it strayed into ltaly's
classical past. Pop Art's earlier rebellion was
different. lt involved the abandonment of the
abstract aesthetic but it was a feeble affair in
comparison. lt was marked by nostalgic regression
and the opportunistic exploitation of popular
material. Arte Povera took on the aesthetics of
modernism and put them through the wringer in

upon.

The aesthetic environment of these early
installationists was quite different from that of their

present day successors. They were working at a
time when political radicalism had found its voice

and when the

idealism and utopianism of
modernism was an easier target to hit. ln the more
cynical post-8Os era, there have been no such
social and cultural imperatives. For the Freeze
artists for instance, self-promotion seemed to be
more of a priority than politics. They courted
success rather than social change not by
celebrating or critiquing popular culture but by the
much more etfective method of appropriating or

post-modern style. ln one famous
combination of opposites, Giovanni Anselmo
successfully lodged a lettuce in a customized
granite plinth. The crushed lettuce could have
represented oppression, entrapment or even
political impotence, but this might have been too
big a burden for a mere lettuce to bear. A
surrealistic fudging of life's absurdities might be a

true

truer representation of Anselmo's intentions.
As time went on, the movement became
increasingly theatrical since the strategies for
presenting ideas were always more important than
the development of formal elements or the

simulating carefully chosen bits of it. ln this respect

the writings of

Baudrillard can be seen as
significant. His celebration of the artificial and his
theories on simulation were particularly appealing
to this generation of artists because it seemed to

7

drunk, unconscious friends. The spectator feels
reproved and caught out for having assumed that
it would simply be a list of former lovers. There's
more than a hint of working class deprivation here
both as a spoiling tactic and as a signifier of her
right of ownership of the subject. lt's a deeply
personal statement that reverberates well as a
concept, but its true cleverness is in the way it
snares the spectator in a perceptual trap.

offer a handy detour around the stodgier aspects
of practice.

lconoclasm has always been an important
ingredient in cutting-edge activity which is by
definition the provenance of the young.
Sanctioned philosophically it became doubly so.
Two of the original Freeze artists, Tracy Emin and
Sara Lucas giggled, therefore, in a famous TV
documentary, not in the midst of their assembled
artworks but in the middle of their simulated shop.
The goods they were selling were trivial art
concepts, art jokes derived from the detritus of
their own and their friends'lives and mixed with a
sprinkling of references from their art historical
lexicons. These were presented with the same
casual ease as a tabloid round-up of world affairs
might be. ln a feature in the Sunday Times in
which Emin had the opportunity to present the
ideological basis of her work to a serious
readership, she chose instead to tell them that
artists like to get drunk and have parties.

It

might be useful to compare this piece with
Cornelia Parker's Cold Dark Matter, now in the
Tate collection, which was first shown in 1991 at
the Chisenhale Gallery. lts use of impoverished
materials strengthens its links with Arte Povera.
But the materials that we see didn't look that way
to begin with. At its inaugural stage they added up
to another type of shelter, a simple garden shed.
After being photographed in the Gallery the shed
was taken away and blown up by the Army. Parker
was justifiably proud that she had got the Army to

participate in making a work of art by doing what
they like doing best, blowing things apart. The
shattered remnants were brought back to the
gallery and suspended from the ceiling around a
standard light bulb as a simulation of the first few
moments of its destruction. And that's how we see
it at the Tate, still and 'calm,' according to the
artist, 'as if at the eye of a storm'. The eye, the
light bulb, flings the shattered remnants around
the walls, floors and ceiling in a lacework of
dramatic silhouettes. The kinetic energy is still
there but it's frozen in mid-flight by the power, it

Tracy Emin is often referred to as a conceptual
artist but as with many of her contemporaries, her
work is more biographically ad hoc and emotional
than the cool and calculated world of smart ideas
might seem to demand. Her concepts contain
strong elements of narrative and it's through this
that she directs her ideas. The deprivations and
hard knocks of a stormy adolescence are of
central importance. lt comes through loud and
clear in probably her most convincing piece of
work, her famous tent. Everyone I Have Ever Slept
With 1963-1995 taps into a tradition of
expressionistic self-exposure that would have
been anathema to the Arte Povera artists, though
they might have approved of the element of
appropriation at its centre. lts ingredients are well
known. The inside surface is decorated with a list
of appliqu6d names. Spectators have to squat
down if they want to know who these people might
be. lt alludes to but then frustrates our appetite for

seems, of a single bulb.

The autobiographical element is quite subtle. The
artist put together a collection of forgotten objects
from her own and her friends' garden sheds and
blew all this up too. Surviving fragments of these
personal items haunt the work but their poignancy
is not over-played. There's a more powerful
association and that comes from the title, Cold
Dark Matter. lt's the Big Bang of course, but the
elements of the shed and its contents are still
traceable. There were no dinosaurs at the Big
Bang, they came later but we've got a toy one
here, a rare survivor of the original blast.

scandal because dotted among the sexual
partners are the names of all the other people
she'd ever slept with - her parents, her twin brother
in the womb, her aborted foetus and various

8

Cold Dark

Matter

courtesy Tate Gallery

the Chisenhale show than in the first.

The sculpture might also be seen as a metaphor
for the destructive consequences of war and less
emotively as a denial of identity, because the
shed has truly gone. lts assembled remnants
achieve form through simulation of an event, and

The

exhibited shed also has its antecedents but while
it was intact it would have been aesthetically
neutral. The sequel to its brief appearance as an
art object is far more dramatic and aesthetically far
more compelling.

validity through their association with the
aesthetics of abstraction. We respond to these

\Mat Parker and Emin share in these two pieces
of work is the use of a shelter or haven as the
phase
of
context for an idea. These ephemeral, temporary
experience was created in the second
bits and pieces spatially. lt's almost kinetic cubism.
It's significant that a more familiar gallery

9

structures are transformed for the purposes of art
by the specific intervention of the artist. The ideas

are quite different - raw and emotional for Emin,
cool and calculating for Parker, but they both tap
a source that contains echoes of the Arte Povera
aesthetic and that of Mario Merz in particular. They
turn their backs just as effectively on the
aesthetics of making. He was responsible for a
whole series of installations where fragments of
unyielding materials were forced into prickly

Parker also likes

to be

promf. I her materials

ring fragments
but the suspension of the
seems to rob the materials :
'at little weight
they might have had before nin's tent is by
definition a virtually weightless ou;ect. lt derives its
impact from her strength of will. The 'naming and
shaming' of her list of lovers scuppers the Girl
Guide image of the tent itself. lts wholesomeness

is trampled in the mud by

Emin's disarming

candour. With Parker, the gathering and exhibiting

alliance in domed, rickety, igloo-like structures. The
igloo is probably the archetypal symbol of life on
the edge. The shape echoes the planet whose
coldest material it's made from. lt has geometric

of the real traces of a violent and dramatic act are
more important. She attempts to represent this
force just as clearly as Emin represents her

simplicity and unyielding strength both as a
structure and as an aesthetic object. ln one
example Merz extends the connection with
elements of the Frozen North by surrounding the
igloo with a glass canopy that stands above like a
fragile penumbra. Broken glass is always used,
(glass is the first thing to go in an explosion,
fragility being its natural condition), but Mez also
likes to exploit its transparency. We might be up
there in Parker's universe but the matter is brittle
and white rather than cold and dark.

customises the object in such a Nay as to invite us
to consider a narrative. ln Parke,-s case the history
of the shed, its purpose and pi-.ce in her own life,
is only revealed through the inclusion of the
forgotten objects that inhabit it hese personalise
one aspect of the subject and ,re her a stake in
its loss but they reveal little a, :ut her life. The
significance of the shed cannot e in its existence
but in its transformation througr the apocalyptic
act of destruction. The survival or othenruise of its
contents might add colour to the inslallation but it
doesn't add substance.

These igloos had enormous impact when they
were first exhibited. The challenge to modernism
was all the more convincing because the works
competed on equal terms with the heavy-duty,
industrial scale of s?y, Richard Serra. The
associations were equally weighty too, not industry
but nature at its rawest and most extreme. Parker

and Emin's

structures seem lightweight in
comparison but this is not quite the disadvantage
we might first imagine. \A/hat they lack in weight,
they make up for in subtlety. Weight can
sometimes be a ponderous thing. Arte Povera
didn't take its vows of poverty so seriously that it
couldn't indulge in the grand gesture. Grand
gestures seemed in fact the order of the day for its

all male

emotions,

but there are

differences.

Emin

The elemental nature of Mez's structures disallows
such references to detail. And th s is where these
younger artists finally part company with him. Merz

beats the bass drum of meanirg. He uses large
forces to address fundament.il questions. The
works are not Wagnerian, which in an odd way
Luciano Fabro's Feet are, but Merz manages to
stay focussed on the essential character of the
subject, its transitory nature, without this inhibiting
his ability to make substantial objects. Parker
might seem to be achieving something similar but
the skeletal nature of the form, its existence as a
residual object, does not equip the piece in the
same way for the weight of meaning that it has to

line-up. Grand gestures in
galleries are usually quite heavy. As a countermovement Art Povera had to 'borroW its aesthetic
and some of its structural principles from
abstraction. lt would usually turn these on their

carry.

head but they could still weigh a good few tons.

the baldest sort of narrative, a simple list of names.

virtually

Parker and Emin move off, therefore, not in sisterly
solidarity but in two quite different directions. The
ingredients of Emin's piece are presented through

10

Parker relies on a more sophisticated sculptural
aesthetic that grounds the ephemerality and
dynamics of the work in firmer foundations. She
makes use of a tradition of sculpture where the
integrity of the means of production is important,
but she uses it by inverting it. She doesn't make,

she unmakes but within the same

formal

parameters. Emin also makes things but she
prefers the aesthetics of the mean streets where
she can work unencumbered. Her work suffers
formally as a consequence but her capacity for

delivering an emotional punch is actually
enhanced. Her vulnerability and disfunctionality
are more clearly spelt out here than in any
subsequent piece. You can't tell the same story
twice without it losing impact. Parker is taking on
more, the birth of the universe no less, but with an

air of

surprised detachment

that seems

to

underplay its importance. Emin's concentration on

the simple act of going to bed brings the issue of
'with whom?' into the sharpest focus. lt's all the
more explosive for that.

Peter McCarthy pmc.art@virgin.net
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Martin Beresford.

Alto.
The Gallery Restaurant,
Earlsdon, Coventry.

Alto: highest, at the limit of.
Morphology: form, study of form.

Opus: a work, a musical composition.
Lost Horizon: specific title

12

The generic and specific titles of Martin
Beresford's water-colours give us a clue as to
what they are about, but still the paintings

vaster, that can only be imagined. To the right
there is a sense of unlimited space; another
rounded form indicates a world perhaps, but it is
not certain. lt may not exist at all. Forms (colours)
float, spreading from concentrations, blossoming
towards an expanding periphery. A grid or line in
one area seems to hold the image in place.

themselves are gratifyingly complex and subtle,
not easily explicable. They are unconventional
landscapes, not the comforting and tranquil
images that might be expected from the medium.
Opus l, Lost Horizon, for example, does not have
a single point of focus, a horizon is suggested but
is discontinuous, a possible landscape is glimpsed

Opus 5, Stratus Alto, as the name suggests,
seems to hover on the edge of space; the

but is disconnected. The colours that dominate

gives

are dark reds, blue blacks, and browns and there
ate uncertain olive greens, pale transparent
yellows. The blossomy edged effect of the water-

formations lit by the sun's rays.

atmosphere is rarefied. Opus 4, Above the Clouds,

as it

anemones, sea cucumbers, shells with open pink
mouths, with phallic-like muscular feet.

inexplicably like

a

soft swollen sphere

towards

cloud

cosmic dust expanding, unstable. Formations
seem to float like coloured dyes diffusing through
water. They need a grid, a line to anchor them, to

Opus 3, Burning Sea, reminds me of a Turner
painting of the sea, of a ship in distress in a storm.
ln the foreground there is a large mass, a blue
black volume that does not look like a wave, more
like an erupting bubble, exploding on the water's
surface, against a sky of pale orange, pink, blue

and yellow. And part of the sky

moving

There is a nebulous quality about all Beresford's
landscapes, an undifferentiated, unformed quality.
The blossoming forms sometimes like expanding
sunspots or exploding nebulae, constellations of

spreads and dries suggests
underwater forms, corals, soft sea creatures;

colour

the impression of

hold them back from further dispersal. Beresford
seems averse to resolving images into defined
structures with mass and weight, averse to fixed
boundaries. He fortunately prefers uncertainties,
where there are possibilities.

appears
part of

or

one.

Nick Smale 2.10.03

At the extreme right of Opus l, Sheltering Sky,

courtesy of Sira-Art Consultancy

Valley Haven, a concave arc suggests a form, a
small section, a detail, of something much

Sheila Millward
Paintings
Park View Gallery, Birmingham,

September/October
There are fewer adventures to be had in the welltrodden ground (or floor, I suppose that should
be) of the life-room than might be found in the

wide open plains of process-determined practice.
The naked human form continues to make its
impossible demands on artists' powers of
observation irrespective of the ambitions they
might have for free, expressive handling.
Sheila Millward is known and respected for her
adventurous use of materials and processes. ln
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her Terezin series, her improvisatory mode

of

expression was made to clash with the conditions
of imprisonment, torture and genocide that she
would be trying to describe. She has used wood,
paint, metal, and tissue in unlikely combinations
that have given clear enough testimony about the
worst forms of human suffering. This exhibition
represents a bit of time out from this self-imposed
task. Not that life painting is ever easy. lt can be
highly demanding but as a subject it doesn't bully
or threaten anyone.
This doesn't mean therefore that it's nothing more
than an exercise. lt can be highly expressive. lt
can convey a sense of the fleshiness of flesh as is
often the case with Lucien Freud but it's hardly a
matter of life and death.

A sense of blessed relief therefore comes through
in the work in spite of the familiar demands of the
situation. The paintings were carried out during an
intensive period of study at the Slade. There's

of

evidence of her struggles with the
problems of form. Sometimes these are resolved
successfully and sometimes not quite so well. But
the works are at their most interesting when she
makes forays into more familiar Millward territory.
She will for instance, revise things by clearing the
ground with an added layer of paper or with a
scumble of (blue) paint. This is often thin enough
for the rejected images to combine and show
through. There's a sense of form being observed
and re-constructed rather than simply plonked in
place. Hands and feet are always a problem in
this respect. lt's hard to keep up momentum when
you're constantly checking on the number of
fingers and toes you've accumulated. She does
sometimes stumble at this hurdle but she's never
been averse to picking herself up and starting

plenty

again.

There's a sense throughout of a strong will at
work. This isn't holiday stuff but of course it isn't
Freud either. He's spent a life-time banging his
head against this particular brick wall. Sheila's true
interests seem to lie elsewhere. There's an
interloper in the show, a landscape that has that
air of gritty northerness that the scrubland of the

moors always evokes.

lt seems to be where she's

at.

Pete Mc Carthy

FADING AWAY:
HENRY PEACH ROBINSON RH/ISITED

Leamington Spa Art Gallery & Museum
6 September - 2 November 2003

The camera never lies. Seeing is believing.

Such maxims belong in fairy tales, along

with

assurances that you can avoid all danger by never

straying from the forest path. They exude the
confidence of the simpleton a swaggering
naivety that degrades the external world into

manageable blocks of black and white.
Everything, no matter how complex, becomes the
subject of a 'Just so" story. lt's all very comforting
having the world diced up into unintimidating
chunks - everything is so much easier to swallow but some instinct will always gripe that something
isn't gulfe right.
Cynicism, or worldly wisdom by another name, is

the essential prerequisite of the sophisticate; of
adulthood itself even - of true sight, and of sight
that truly sees. \A/hen one assumes a certain level
of intelligence, one automatically acknowledges

that things are rarely as they seem. lndeed
duplicity and hidden machinations, be they
malignant or benign, are expected and accepted
as the norm. There is nothing more likely to rouse
our scepticism than an ideal that is apparently
motivated by purity and true philanthropy (being a
cynic, of course I say apparently). We are always
looking for the cloaked figure, the prime mover, the
base motivation that has set up camp within the
very nucleus of the original spark. The lie. The
falsehood. The sleight of hand. The complexity
behind the simple... because fhaf is how we know
14

the world to be. That is the truth that we (as
adults) command ourselves to swallow. Every
unwieldy, jagged, painful morsel of it.

And so onto the rude meat that Henry Peach
Robinson bade his Victorian audience to swallow,
and the tenderizing influences of contemporary
artists Phil Sayers and Rikke Lundgreen that bring
this particular dish smoothly into the 21st Century

for our more liberal palates to savour. To
Victorians, photography

-

the

still in its infancy - could

only represent reality. The camera could

only

make faithful photographic reproductions of matter
that existed in the real world. lt could not create
that which did not exist, could not create that
which existed only in the imagination of the

photographer. lt was more of a documenting
device than an artistic tool. The works of Henry
Peach Robinson and his contemporary, Oscar
Rejlander, promptly pulled the rug out from such
naive assumptions.
Given the unsophisticated nature of photography
at the time, their experimentation with combination

printing - producing photographs from multiple
negatives - was not only amazing but also way
ahead of its time. ln the computer age we take
such contrivances and manipulations of graphic
imagery for granted. lt is the accepted norm. To
the Victorians such interventions turned the whole
idea of photography onto its head. That a single
composite picture could be created from several
different ones was astounding enough, but the
implication that the finished result could create a
scene that had never actually existed in reality
was deeply disturbing. For artists it opened up

whole new avenues of expression
exploration, and the mechanics of this

and
new

process received congratulations and praise from
other photographers.
However, the subject matter itself of one of Peach
Robinson's works was more problematic for the

viewing public. 'Fading Away'

of 1858 is

essentially a representation of the Victorian death
bed scene. The compositional clarity of the work
have been achieved bY the
could

not

photographic technology at the time - hence
Peach Robinson's use of combination printing but the implications of utilizing this technique led
Peach Robinson into morally murky waters. The
Victorian's appreciation of death is complicated.
Death was certainly perceived as a suitable
subject for art, whether it be real or fictional, and
post-mortem photography was also becoming
increasingly commonplace, but the complaint
against Peach Robinson was that he had faked a
death scene and then tried to make it look real.
Such an act was viewed as being in the worst
possible taste and the end result was denounced
by many as being totally unsuited for exhibition.
For us in the 21st century, now so at home with
cinematic trickery, such manipulation of imagery
and composition seem very un-noteworthy. lt only

seems amazing because

of the

crude

technologies that were available to photographers
such as Peach Robinson at the time. Although our
perceptions are now so sophisticated that we are
less easily fooled by a "faked" image, our
sensibilities are also now so sophisticated that we
don't mind being presented by the "counterfeit' in fact we praise the artist if it has been expertly
achieved! We are harder to shock or astound.
Phil Sayers and Rikke Lundgreen, however, have
made a good attempt to recreate the novel
reaction that greeted Peach Robinson's "Fading
Away". Their modern interpretation recreates the
composition of the original work and they have
utilized similar techniques. Like the original, their
piece has been created by combining several
negatives, but the splicing of these negatives and
any additional manipulation have been achieved
via a software package on a computer. But how
could they recreate the realisation of deception

that so

the

Victorian public? By
manipulating and fooling our perceptions of
shocked

gender.

All four characters in their version of "Fading Away
are played by Phil Sayers and Rikke Lundgreen
themselves! This in itself is nothing new, Peach
Robinson's contemporary, Oscar Rejlander, used a
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to populate his piece "The Two
Ways Of Life" for example, but three of the
similar technique

characters in Peach Robinson's "Fading Away" are
essentially female! So the camera can not only be
made to tell blatant lies, it can also be used to

rules resulting in something new and unexpected,
which would never have existed otherwise. Paul
Klee elevated the doodle in this way. By "taking a
line for a walk" he freed his imagination from
censorship.

create deception on a very subtle level - and for
all of our sophistication and apparent discernment
we can still be momentarily fooled.

ln a way, Sayers and

Lundgreen are merely
taking the composite approach a stage further.
Not only can a single photograph be assembled
from multiple sources, but the subject of that
photograph can likewise be assembled from
multiple and sometimes very disparate sources. ls
the representation of a man as a woman any
more astonishing or jarring than the recreation of
Victorian death chamber from 21st century

a

objects and accoutrements? The lens creates
realities, and realities by their very nature are
inevitably acceptable.

The exhibition 'Fading Away: Henry Peach
Robinson Revisited' seeks to encourage us to
question our perceptions of that which is fake or
true - and more importantly to question our value
system in regard to these two concepts. Because
something is counterfeit is it automatically of less
value, or even of no value, compared to that
which is real? How does one define reality
anyway? By one's own expectations and
perceptions? ln that regard, reality is merely what
we believe it to be.

Martin Ball, who has explored

throughout his career, makes the doodle a central
component of his recent work. He uses lines that
whirl around and around themselves, sometimes
shooting off in longer and wider arcs, sometimes in
tight whirls; often they are repeated like a pair of

skaters linked together
Stephen Blake

Martin Ball. Paintings.
Lanchester Gallery, Coventry University.

The Doodle

- the mind free-wheeling -

control
grab
the
suspended. ldle scribblings that one day

attention - the mind is engaged - the doodle is
developed and transformed logically according to

abstraction

on ice. The spiral

repetitions and variations are informed by an alert
and highly knowledgeable mind. Ball rings the
changes with great assurance, varying the colour,
the thickness, the tonality, the scale of the lines in
order to create contrasts and depths, to give
surprising visualjolts to the eye. He also varies the
canvas support, sometimes giving it a subtle
texture and tone. At other times he introduces
rectilinear or oval collage elements to shift the eye
from one dimension into another. All this is done
with great sophistication, refinement and taste.
Because of their uncompromising abstraction they
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remind me of the early abstract fundamentalists,
such as Malevich, who experimented with the
simplest forms, varying their size, orientation and

Steve Phillips.
Play on Landscape.

relationship to one another. There is also
something of the Futurist Movement about them:
whirling wheels, clockwork mechanisms; an
unwound clock spring that won't go back into tight
coils. These swirls and whorls look simple but must

have been the result of much thought
planning to arrive at the dynamic contrasts

and
and

energy that Ball unfailingly succeeds in achieving.
The lines look as if they are hand-drawn but they
also look too fluid not to have been the result, in
part at least, of some kind of mechanical
mechanism that reproduced on a larger scale the
vitality of his original small doodles.
Nick Smale

The Gallery, Earlsdon, Coventry.
Courtesy of Sira-Art Consultancy.

Having not seen Phillips' earlier abstract work,

was not able to compare it with the

I

present

of his subject-based

paintings. The
transition from abstraction to representation is not
always easy to achieve with conviction and the
results can be too literal and illustrative. Phillips

exhibition

certainly avoids this latter pitfall; he relies
principally on memory (photography and drawing
probably also plays a part); the residue of
impressions that have for him over time acquired a
particular significance and value. Even so, it is
difficult to develop a visual language that equates
with a personal vision; in Picardie, Night Drive and
to a lesser extent Trucking with Mr.P, Phillips
achieves this.
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The essence of Picardie, and it is never made
explicit, is the off-centre vertical line, the Maginot
Line (the famous 'impregnable' line of French
defences in the 2nd World War) that divides the
landscape and the strong horizontal, a road that
crosses it. On the road there is a truck on the
extreme left and another to the extreme right.
Beyond the road there is the flat landscape of
Picardie with a central low hill capped by two
trees. The expanse of sky is blue with white wispy
clouds and a large orange sun sinking towards
the horizon. The whole image is full of light and
freshly painted often using soft pastel shades,
belying the historical associations of the subject.
The painting is a meditation on time and the
human condition.

suggests, is a
predominantly black painting. The glaring white
lights of invisible passing vehicles illuminate the
night, shadowy verticals emerge at regular
intervals and rectangular shapes, roadside
hoardings and the sides of trucks, are seen in
luminous blues and unlikely pinks. The elusive
impressions of night driving are achieved with
economy and a sureness of touch. The influence
of Victor Pasmore's scenes of the Thames is not
immediately evident.The evocative Trucking with
MnP conjures up the rock and roll adventure of
travelling over night, not I imagine on a highway
but on narrower country roads. The single point
perspective of the converging road and the V
shaped sky focuses attention on the rear view of
a truck, with red tail lights, disappearing over the
brow of a hill and silhouetted against the brilliant
white glare headlights that contrast with the deep
blueiblack of the enveloping night.

Night Drive,

as the subject

Of the other paintings, the small images, Up the
Downs and Copse are slight works, not informed
by any strongly felt ideas. Shed / is much more
illustrative but lacks a context and vision that
make the other works memorable. Carpet
Bombing and Rape tackle more disturbing
subjects but to my mind these paintings are not
convincingly realised.
Nick Smale

George Shaw, Paintings
lkon Gallery, Birmingham
I

n a safe pair of hands, art can imbue the ordinary
with meaning. lt doesn't come more ordinary than
a council estate in Coventry's Tile Hill and you
couldn't get a safer pair of hands than those of
George Shaw. These are his childhood haunts
and he paints them with the appropriately named
Humbrol, a type of hobby paint that he probably
used as a child on his Airfix models.

They were never intended for use on canvas and
it's a feat of engineering that he manages to get
them to do anything at all. The unyielding nature

of the paint gives the imagery an unreal,
manufactured look that suits both his subjects and
his intentions. He sees this nostalgic journey as his

Stations of the Cross. A pretentious title perhaps,
but these are visionary paintings that allude to a
tough rite of passage in a tough suburban
neighbourhood.

ln many of the best paintings he straddles the
divide, as the estate itself does, between town
and country. Delicate, wispy foliage that would
have looked equally at home in a Constable, parts
to reveal glimpses of a meticulously rendered high
rise block of flats. The compositions are brilliantly
understated. A playground slide, the local pub or
simply the backs of nowhere are left hovering
between memory and reality.
He never keeps you guessing about the weather
either. lt's generally gloomy out there even when
skies are clear, but this doesn't make the paintings
dull. There's usually an element that shines
through. lt might be the incongruous pink of a
cherry tree or the blue of a battered bus shelter.
And as in many of Hopper's works, there's never
anyone there. No one inhabits these haunted
landscapes. The artist makes the journey alone.
Peter McCarthy
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Steve Upton
Paintings
The Library Gallery, University of Warwick

w

a

handsome exhibition of fifteen or so
paintings and drawings that are large and bold.
They fill the gallery and no one can be in any
doubt of the skill involved within the imagery
created, which ranges from the graffititype
paintings to naturalistic analysis of back gardens,
sometimes complete with bamboo plants. The
figurative work which contains the usual illiterate

This is

softened by humour.

The artist's eye is drawn, on the one hand, by the
fantastic (on what he has stumbled upon in
unexpected places) and creates a bizarre image,
and on the other by the intricacy of the natural
world that he explores in all its infinite variety. This

work is

scribbles

on surfaces that characterise
graffiti presents it accurately and depicts it

impresses by its
dedication to get at the truth of what is seen,
whether it be from a combination of photographs

seemingly as an accepted evil but one that is

and/or the scene in front of him.

painstaking,

Dave Phillips
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and

Mick Rafferty
Oriental Botanica
The Gallery, Earlsdon, Coventry
Courtesy of Sira-Art Consultancy.

There is a delicate perfumed sensuality about the
best of Rafferty's collaged images. The sensation
is particularly noticeable in Awase you wear it well.
Here discrete areas are tinted with emerald

Rafferty's aestheticism is evident in his choice of
subjects: the refined elegance of beautiful
Japanese courtesans and geishas, Japanese
calligraphy and images of nature, plants and
flowers; a constant source of inspiration to
Japanese artists. These received images of

greens, peach colours, pinks
rtues. Rafferty's
use of Japanese papers and
rg paper allows
the underlying paper suppori
the underlying
images of his collages to sh, nrough, so that
from a distance they are li; exquisite watercolours, having the water-colo, s same delicacy
and transparency. ln Darknes over Kyoto and
Atsui Desu Ne, the collages ,: mounted on a
dark blue/grey paper. This nc ly helps to unify
these images but also impa, an atmospheric
quality to them. Such a tecnrrrque was used
successfully by the American artist, J.M.\Mristler
(1834-1903), who was incident, 'v a forerunner of
the aesthetic movement and p" :undly influenced
by Japanese art.

another culture and age are scanned and laser
printed onto fine handmade Japanese papers and
tracing paper often in vertical strips and layered
over one another to give the works structure and
depth. The Japanese papers have a variety of
textures, subtle tints and embedded plant fibres
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that are beautiful in themselves and add to the
interest of these refined works.
Rafferty is no Realist. He likes the stylised faces,
the beautiful masks, of his Japanese subjects who

remain idealised even when engaged in the most

intimate activities. Such occupations are not
obvious at first glance; they are seen behind a
layer of tracing paper as if through a semitransparent screen. There is nothing 'in your face'
about Rafferty's work. His Japanese beauties do
not occupy any clearly defined space and there is
no narrative. They seem ethereal and no longer
serve any real purpose, detached as they are
from their own world.

Rafferty uses the same imagery for several
paintings on canvas. lnevitably these do not have
the elegant simplicity of the collaged works; the
larger scale and the use of different materials and
techniques that link the images together produce
works that are much more physical. I liked
particularly lris over Fu./. Despite using materials
that might seem unsympathetic, the textures,
colours and Pollock-like painting technique that
Rafferty uses creates a depth and structure in this
work which is both delicate and strong and
succeeds in capturing a tarc quality, that is still
somehow Japanese in its vision of nature.
/ns Scanda/ and Femme Fatale are appealing
small digital prints. ln Femme Fatale the row of
deep purple lris blooms, like soft velvet, calls to
mind the symbolic flower painting of O'Keeffe.
Nick Smale,
courtesy Sira-Art Consultancy

this show. A gloomy tunnel of a corridor led to a
yawning cavern of a space that was draped in
funereal black. We were given a sort of health
warning about the film we were about to see by a
steward who'd obviously never been to Alton
Towers. This was not the Vortex ride. lt was art,
but art of a high order
Steve McQueen, former Turner Prize finalist, was
showing his best work to date. He had to go two
miles underground to get it but he'd resurfaced

with images that made you believe that there really
was a Hades down there. lt was shot in super 8
using ambient light, which meant it wasn't
Vistavision. But sparsity of means was the film's
virtue. We were given mere glimpses of the dusty,
sweaty, noisy world of Western Deep, South
Africa's biggest gold-mine. We saw it by virtue of
the miners'lamps. lt came across as a world of
fragments that bobbed and wove about. lt was an
intensely visual film with a sound track that was
loud enough to make your ribcage rattle and your
eardrums shriek. At one point the screen turned
red, a siren sounded and a strange ritualised
exercise routine began, with sinister white-gloved
figures in attendance. lt was the climax of the film
and its references and implications ranged from
apartheid to the slave trade.
He tried to plumb equal depths in the companion
piece next door, Carib's Leap, but the contrivance

was a little too obvious. lt concerned a historical
event, the leap of the title. Tiny figures tumbled
through the air in slow motion but their dance of
death was a pale imitation of the miners' hell. On
another screen an unhurried day in the life of the
leapers' descendants coaxed the spectator back
to normality with its images of lazy days and a

Western Deep, Garib's
Leap.

sound track that swished like the sea.
Peter McCarthy

Steve McQueen
Mead Gallery, University of Warwick
The Mead seemed to be in a state of mourning for
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Tim Threlfall
Sculpture.
Herbert Art Gallery, Coventry.

The sculptures included in this exhibition

are

largely from work found in Tim Threlfall's Coventry

studio after his death in 1999. For this reason his
early work, particularly that of the 1960s, is underrepresented; there are no large metal constructed
pieces, for example, and there are many important

wood and stone sculptures of the late 1970s and
1980s that are unfortunately not on show.
Threlfall lectured in the Department of Fine Art at
Coventry University from 19721o 1991. He gained
a Ph.D. at Warwick University for his work on the
painter, Piet Mondrian. He has exhibited in both
Europe and the USA and his work is represented
in public collections in Britain and abroad. There
were two notable one-man exhibitions of Threlfall's
eadier work in Coventry, at the Herbert in 1974
and at Whitefriars in 1987.

ln 1962, at the age of 22,Threlflall contributed to
the Socialist Artists lnternational Association
exhibition in London. He was influenced by the
Spanish sculptor Eduardo Chillida and by British
artists working in welded metal; Sisfers and
Brothers, 1963, is typical of the spiky angstridden art of the 1950s, the so called, Geometry
of Fear. During the 1960s, however, he was
attracted by new American sculptors and the work
of Antony Caro, who in 1959 had begun making
large abstract assemblages of metal forms in steel
and aluminium. Like other artists of his generation

Threlfall began to see sculpture as occupying
public spaces, on a scale that was architectural
and monumental. His ambition in this direction is
epitomised by his proposed but never realised
Motorway Sculptureot 1969; an illuminated open

girder construction composed of

sections
in length that

measuring between 200 and 500 ft
was to span the Ml, just north of London. His
proposal amounted to a personal manifesto that
envisaged sculpture, or at least some forms of
sculpture, as being akin to architecture and

having specific social functions, in this case
forming an enormous symbolic arch or gateway
into the capital city. The concept of a gateway

to

to

produce many
maquettes and larger finished works on this

continued

inspire him

theme.

ln 1970

Threlfall travelled over 8000 miles around
America and was particularly impressed by the vast

distances and space he experienced in the Red
Desert, V[oming. He met and became friends with
Robert Smithson and Sol LeWtt, leaders of the
new Land Art Movement. This deepened Threlfall's
appreciation of the connection between sculpture
and landscape. Two years later he saw for the first
time the work of lsamu Noguchi and in 1981 met
and discussed art matters with the JapaneseAmerican sculptor. lt is significant that Threlfall
should be drawn to the Land Art Movement and to
the art of Noguchi, both of which share a deep
reverence for landscape and nature.
Threlfall's work began to change in the 1970s. He
began to question a sculptural aesthetic that led

to sculpture dominating or imposing itself too
aggressively on landscape and started to
incorporate natural stone into his metal
constructions. There are a series of sculptures of
the late 1970s and early 1980s that are
concerned with instability rather than the
appearance of permanence or equilibrium. For
example, one such untitled piece, like many
sculptures of this period, is of a wall, a vertical
stone slab, and a column, composed of toppling
stone cubes. Another was inspired by the
paintings of Piet Mondrian; it is a rectilinear
structure made from strips of metal which are
welded at an angle giving the impression that the
whole structure is about to fall over
sideways
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After his meeting with Noguchi in 1981, Threlfall
began to work increasingly with stone. On a visit
to Marrakech he wrote: "...the ever-present time

and space in rocks in

landscapes

and

buildings.....very deeply felt in the sculptural city of
Marrakech". ln the mid 1980s he made a series of

stone and wood sculptures, entitled Marrakech
Sulfe. The influence of Henry Moore is evident in
works such as, Limesfone and EIm, No2, and
Reclining Figure-scape ( version 1). ln the latter
case the marble is reduced and polished into
slithers that are reminiscent of bone rather than
flesh and muscle. Revelation, a sculpture in
marble and elm, is a homage to Brancusi, and
there is a strong hint of Max Ernst in Seated

Presence. These sculptures, of undoubted
refinement but clearly derivative, are not wholly

ln 1988 Threlfall visited the Outer Hebrides
and spent time on the remote island of
Barra where he collected remnants of life;
bones and vacated shells washed up on
he beaches. He wrote that "...the sea
possessed more life than the whole of the
sland." These found objects became the
starting point for a series of new sculptures
entitled lhe Barra Suife; most of them
carved out of single blocks of stone. ln
Barra Suite no 9, for example, the oblong
block has been worked from opposite
sides and from the top to form funnel
shaped depressions, steep sided eroded
surfaces that have hollowed out the inside
of the stone. ln Barra Suffe No 6, the
carved stone lies horizontally, like a giant
whale bone, smooth on its outer surface
and on the thick concave articulating
processes. lt has been excavated
longitudinally to form a elongated hole or
wide slit, that might suggest the mouth of
an empty shell or the entrance to a cave. For
Barra Suite No 7, Threlfall seems to have been
content subtly to simplify, strengthen and thicken
the structure of a vertebra, without attempting to
transform it. lt becomes squat and stable, like a
large foot-stool. These late works, which may in
some instances (Nos 6 and 9 for example)
represent standing or reclining figures, allude to
time. The sculptures become emblems of time,
measured in thousands of years. Threlfall never
makes this explicit and they are all the better for
that.

There are two other late works, Homage to lsamu
Noguchi, and an incomplete group of sculptures,
The Auschwitz Memorlal, inspired by a visit to
Auschwitz concentration camp.

representative of his work of the late 1980s; in the
group of three Heads, limestone and elm, Head of

the Philosopher, limestone and limewood, and
other examples in his one-man show at \Mtitefriars

in 1987 he achieved, perhaps for the first time

in

his stone carving, sculptures that were profoundly
personal and expressive.

Nick Smale
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The Grid.

the Welsh language. Her photographs record her

St.Mary's,
Harborough Magna,
Nr. Rugby,

I was disappointed at not being able to see the
exhibition again under different circumstances
when I could have spent longer with individual
students' work. Unfortunately the remote location

sculpture being progressively consumed by fire.

The work at this exhibition could have benefited
from more care being taken in its presentation. I
was left with the impression that it had been put
together in a hurry and as a consequence some
students did not do justice to their own work. lt is
understandable that an exhibition such as this will
be uneven in accomplishment; students develop
at different rates, some peak early while others
only find their feet in their final year when their
work comes together. ln some cases, however,
there was insufficient work on show to indicate
what progress had been made and what direction
the student would finally take. This having been
said, some work stood out from the rest due to the
strength of the student's ideas and the quality of

of the venue made this difficult.
Nick Smale,

Art in the Restaurant
in the Park,
Leamington Spa.
Aug - October 2003

the work.

Courtesy of Sira-Art Consultancy.

Elaine Edwards with her wire-constructed images
of the human body and the photographs based
on her sculptures has produced a coherent body

of work.

Using spray paint

to

create two
dimensional images on paper or fabric and also by
imaginative lighting in her photographic work she
has produced some interesting imagery that

resembles X rays of the body, but have an
additional strange spectral quality. Annie Ward's
work is also strong. She and Sioned Snape are in
different ways both concerned with a heady
mixture of issues involving personal identity,
politics, the media and society. Ward's Big Brother
images of George Bush and John Simpson taken
from the news media, magnified and reproduced
in bright primary colours, highlight the power of the
mass media to manipulate and condition public
opinion on a global scale. Sioned Snape, on the
other hand, with her sculptures and series of
photographs is concerned with the survival of
Welsh culture and the erosion of the Welsh
language. Her symbolic house, the size of a small
room, is constructed from large blocks of
compressed and shredded paper, printed on in

There are four artists exhibiting at the Restaurant
in the Park, Mick Rafferty, Lesley Whelan, Rachel
Hammond and Martin Beresford.
The three canvases by Rafferty entitled Cross

the Border line are abstract works in which the
acrylic paint is handled freely and intuitively,
creating a variety of effects, from thin transparent
glazes to thick opaque encrusted surfaces. The
underpainting is generally in the form of thinner
washes of colour. Over this Rafferty allows thick
but fluid acrylic to flow; like encroaching molten
larva, it threatens to envelop the whole canvas,
only isolated areas of the original surface remain,
as islands, in a blue sea of colour. The technique
has expressive possibilities that might be
developed further.
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Lesley \Mrelan works with thin
sheets of polystyrene. Wth skill
and imagination she draws her
images by melting its surface to
form an intaglio. The surface is
then painted or sprayed with
colour; this gives her Allium ll an
almost stereoscopic 3D effect.
Her most successful use of this
technique is in the off-centre

image, Ox-eye.

Rachell

Hammond is represented by only

one work, Urban Flight, a
landscape composed of digital
images arranged in a grid of
fifteen equal sized squares. lt is
an arid landscape of eroded

rocks or possibly termite
mounds, like megaliths. Just
above the horizon, across a
blue sky, a series of overlapping
discs suggest the passage of
pale

the sun. On the right-hand side
there is a flower, open, and on it
a butterfly. One of the themes of

this work is time, symbolised by
the fragile, transient beauty of
the butterfly and the flower, and
by the incremental movement of
the sun across the landscape. lt
is a world as far removed as it is
possible to get from the busy,
crowded urban environment that
is our everyday experience.

the upper third of the canvas. lt
suggests a landscape with a
wide grey expanse of sky and a
low rounded hill. At the bottom,

to the right and left, the
landscape seems to flow out of
itself. On the right the sky leaks

onto the bare canvas below,
where it expands and forms a

Martin Beresford like Rafferty
enjoys seeing how materials
behave, and in the two paintings
on show the use of liquid resin
works particularly well. 53
Sfationg Opus lll, conjures up a
satellite-eye view of the earth;

solid crystalline rock. On the left
the extrusion is bigger and forms

imaginary geographical features
and events, a vast river delta
perhaps, a mountain range (the
puckered surface of the resin
giving the impression of
mountain ridges and valleys) or a
volcanic eruption (sheets of resin
act like molten larva flows). ln
Africa, a large grey area covers

where
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a solid pillar, a kind of
stalagmite. A small pale
blue/green sphere, a planet, a
sun or moon hovers on the righthand side just above the point

the sky flows out to
become solid matter. This

enigmatic image articulates

profound experience

a

and

perception that is almost surreal;
in some respects it is reminiscent
of landscapes by Salvador Dali.
Nick Smale, August'03.

British Pop Aft, Prints
White Room, H.M.Graphics, Regent St,
Leamington
Having shown prints by the heavyweights of British
art, the White Room turned its attention in June to

a group of middleweights from the Pop Art era.
Middleweights can't be expected to throw the
same punch as their heavier counterparts but they
can often be lighter on their feet.

This was the case here. There was energy, colour
and nimble footwork from this thoroughly
professional group. Richard Hamilton came across

abstraction with the ingredients of the everyday.
Hockney seemed to be losing track of time in the
eccentric world of the Brothers Grimm - the result
perhaps of living too near the San Andreas Fault.
Peter McCarthy

Andy Goldsworthy,
Early Work
The Gallery, Stratford Leisure Centre

as the

Andy Goldsworthy is known the world over for his
landscape interventions. He calls them exercises in
reorganising nature but in recent years it's been
more a case of testing nature's patience, with
fussy collections of leaves and other ephemera
making an otherwise chaotic world fall into line.

bathers didn't carry any of the romantic
associations of lngres or the familiar domesticity of
Bonnard. Hygiene seemed to be higher on the list
of priorities of these clinical, digital, and quite

It's useful to see the much fresher beginnings of
all this in photographs from the 1970's. The most
obvious difference is the sculptural nature of the
earlier work. There was more of it about in those
days. People carved, constructed and assembled
like mad. He took full advantage in a series of witty
visual statements. The notion that the camera
never lies is turned on its head as grass, twigs,
leaves and just plain holes in the ground are made
to look like gallery art that's wandered slightly off-

undisputed brains of the outfit. His
intelligence, inventiveness and his avant-garde
credentials came through strongly. He had helped
to establish and define the interest in popular
culture that gave Pop art its characteristic subjectmatter, but in these later examples he had gone
on to modernise a more traditional subject. His

stunning images.
Peter Blake came across as more of a romantic as
well as an inveterate collector. His work was

packed with icons of the Pop world, assembled
rather than composed in a name-the-celebrity set
of mug-shots. The Beatles and Marilyn Monroe
had top billing with prints that have become icons
in their own right. The commercialism that drove
even the megastars, infected these images in
spite of their nostalgic appeal.

\Mth David Hockney and Patrick Caulfield this was
not the case. ln sometimes quirky, but always
striking images, Caulfield explored the pictorial
cocktail that comes from mixing the aesthetics of

limits.

There's an elegance and wit about these subtle
interventions. ln fwgrs from 1978, a series of
shaky circles appear to be walking on water until
you realise it's all done with mirrors. There are
more that are just as good. They lurch across
some rough terrain in one piece and carve the
landscape into bite-sized chunks in another.

On Morecambe beach weightier versions blot the
sky out as teetering boulders seem to be balanced
on each-other's backs like a set of dispatch riders.
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These look less chunky than

a

blackened

Philip Goddard.

snowball in another piece that appears to be as
solid as Stonehenge. lt's serious trickery that was
never meant to last. lt's the ideas that linger.

Constructed Landscapes.
The \A/hite Room, Leamington Spa.

ln a parallel installation in the trees outside, Simon
English constructed an artificial tidemark of water
reeds as the supposed debris of an imaginary
flood. After the Flood had some serious opposition
to contend with in the form of unbroken sunshine.
The plans and diagrams in the Gallery worked
better. They complemented Goldsworthy well.
Peter McCarthy

All but one of Goddard's constructions are small in
scale and mounted in immaculate white boxes and
hung on the walls like paintings. He uses scrapes
of wood that look as if they have been washed up
on a beach, mostly flat strips, fragments of
weather boarding for example that he either paints
or leaves as he found them stamped by the

elements.

The

constructions

are

crudely

(deliberately so) held together with staples and
nails. Goddard carefully avoids tarting up the
images and so emphasises the importance he
attaches to their weathered appearance, to the
source and history of the materials that evoke a
particular time and place for the artist.
illustration courtesy The \Mrite Room
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assemblages of fragments of wood,
superimposed on one another, function in
different ways. Horizontally they can suggest
horizons of sea and sky, of land and sand; or
vertically the wall of a building, and their

The

superimposition may partially conceal

a

glimpsed

landscape. Goddard wants to avoid the flat
illusionistic image, the purely painterly landscapes
of artists such as lvon Hitchens and more recently
Howard Hodgkins; Goddard has much in common

with both these painters. He wants

his

constructions to be three dimensional, like the real
landscapes he wants to evoke. ln the same way
the roughness and weathered character of the
materials he chooses to use are also part of that

real landscape. He is nevertheless creating an
illusion, but it is one that has to be worked at, it is
not handed to the observer on a plate.
Goddard is content with fragments of landscape,
clues that stimulate the imagination, that evoke
memories. A patch of dark green can become
trees, a lighter green area a field, and another
section a road or a building (a patch of red
remains unidentifiable). That bright but pale yellow
streak in the sky may suggest rain, the smudged
marks, the indistinct forms, rain on glass. ls the
view a landscape in the rain seen through a
window? The fragmentation of images in this way
goes back to cubism, the paintings of Braque, the
painted, collaged and constructed works of
Picasso, and the more evocative and poetic
images of Schwitters. Goddard's work is unlikely to
become too literal, but it does court the potential
danger of becoming no more than tasteful and
mildly pleasing assemblages of washed-up wood.

Hands On,

Bernard Frize
Paintings
lkon Gallery, Brindleyplace, Birmingham
After a run of shows that were meant to boggle
the mind but usually failed to do so, here was
one that made you goggle in wonder. The lkon
had gone back to basics with work by the
French artist, Bernard Frize that reaffirmed the

value

of the oldest trick in the book, the

application of paint to canvas.

The Gallery couldn't resist quoting Duchamp's
disparaging phrase, stupid as a painter, while
implicitly acknowledging the tongue-in-cheek
nature of the remark. Anybody could have done
these paintings and other people were in fact
roped in to assist but the invention of this simple
and ingenious means of production belonged
entirely to Frize.

Since the early days

of abstraction, thousands

of artists have dipped brush into paint but it has
never come out looking like this before. They
were spectacular. The technique was more akin
to printmaking than painting. A set of large, flat

brushes were hitched together and used like
squeegees with the canvas lying flat on the
floor. The paintings worked best when the

surface was covered with veils of striated
colour. lllusory effects seemed to creep in then
by the back door.

Nick Smale. 9.10.03.

The more bib-and-braces the method, the more
"digital" were the results. The colours seemed to
part like curtains or huddle together in blocks like
a libraryful of books. lt was the recent examples
that did this. The earlier work was much more
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sparse, obsessed with systems rather than
substance. Their aesthetic was a more familiar
one too. lt belonged to a type of abstraction that
placed greater store on freedom of expression.
But here where the brush is disciplined and
reduced again to the ranks, surprising things
started to happen.

lraq. These paintings are extraordinarily precise in
their observations of some of the great

masterpieces of architecture set against brilliant
blue skies, as well as the bustle of the market
place. They go well beyond travelogue imagery
and are reminders of time and place that seem to

capture the essence

of a

society rigid

and

uncompnmrsrng.

The fascination of the Middle East is evident, and

these paintings have a great

Too much to expect, too good to miss.
Peter McCarthy

ROUND UP
by Dave Philips
Richard Yeomans's

exhibition

at the

Library gallery, University of Warwick, entitled
'Cairo to lsfahan' was tellingly topical as it brought
to our attention the world of lslamic architecture,
part of which has just been blown to pieces in

formality.Their

intensity is evidence that the artist has triumphed
over the scholar, while at the same time not
allowing accuracy to be sacrificed. These paintings
are part of that tradition seen in the 19th century
of the European looking from the outside at a
complex and intriguing world that arose from a
desert. Yeomans is determined that it will not
revert to sand and the strength and rigidity and
frontality of these paintings reassure one that this
not likely in spite of the glaring sun. lf it should, we
have the paintings that seem more real than real

with yellows and blues and browns

and

visualisations of an architecture that we may well
see more of here over the next decade in our
world of misty shadows.

Richard Yeomans from Cairo to lsfahan
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St Mary's Church
GfOUp ShOW,

Leamington spa was one

where many well known artists in the locality
exhibited their work the sale of which would
contribute to the renovation of the church.
Outstanding among them was

Mo Enright

whose work develops towards

greater abstraction in the search for spiritual truth.

Margaret Dupree's 'Going into

Darkness'

exhibited at CAW, Avenue Road, Leamington Spa

revealed a considerable talent blighted by
Alzheimer's disease and the journey into her
interior world produced strong and disturbing
paintings until such time in the early nineties as
she was unable to continue.

Margaret

Ria Parfitt'S

work

at

cAW showed

an

emerging talent that was fascinated by Phantasy
and the range of the work was impressive. The
diversity of the imagery, some of which was
excellent, did make one wonder whether she had
confused fantasy with imagination. One senses a
certain isolation in the choice of subject matter
and, rather than developing a vision and an

Dupree (unfinished)

exploration

of self, it

1996

seemed any chance

encounter could be topic of her undoubted talent.

Adam Dant's

drawings

at The Mead

Gallery,University of Wanrvick were a tour de force

with their huge formats containing little images in
bubbles of us ordinary people doing all sorts of

things ranging
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from the bizarre to

the

commonplace. Nothing seemed to escape his
eagle eye and it was fun creating one's own
narrative in the complex scenario that confronted
one. These drawings have something of a Bosch
brought up to date without too much horror, a
keyhole view of any number of life experiences.
This was a coupling of illustration and art in a most
accomplished manner and gripping in its neverending panoply.

a man. lt has the usual visual supports in the form
of video installations but perhaps its mosendearing
feature is the recognition that not all artists can
afford the basic materials that make up traditional
work such as canvas, paint, brushes etc. So some
of the work is very simple and inexpensive and
could be called 'lo-fi'. That is not to say there aren't
works that cost, but the overall experience is
cerebral, the complexity of which keeps you on
your intellectual toes.

lnfallible: "ln Search of the Real George Eliot" at
the Mead gallery is an artist led exhibition and a
mind teaser. lt is called 'a project' as many artists

of varying status including recent graduates are
involved. lt ranges in its thinking from the notion of
Papal lnfallibility (1870) to the true voice of a writer
whose work as a woman was published as that of

Adam Dant

The People who live on the Ptank
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Survivor Art Exhibition
CAW Gallery, Avenue Road,

Leamington Spa
This is an exhibition that involves digitial art
imagery from Phil Lancaster and poetry from a
number of sources. The images are brightly
coloured and seem to involve puppets and
masks

that are acting in a more

than

reprehensible way, illustrating acts of brutality as
caught in the words that accompany the image.
The hope is that if brought out into the
open, abuse in its various forms will diminish. Art
has been used by many different types of
ideologies and causes to further their aims. At the
same time oddly enough and somewhat
discomfortingly even artists of stature have been
both abusers and abused. One has to think no
further than Coventry Cathedral and see the work
of Eric Gill to know the truth of this (he had
intercourse with two of his daughters) and to raise
the question of the relationship of ad to morality.
Does the knowledge that slave labour built many
of the masterpieces of the Classical World lessen
their appeal? Here though is the voice of the
people that points out that the mind of the person
and subsequent generations can be affected. lt is
a gruesome, horrific subject that we wish to push
to the margins of society and yet its reality is
central to those involved. There is no excuse for
such action, only understanding and
condemnation.
This exhibition is an attempt to raise our
consctousness.

stone houses sport coloured balloons to denote
an exhibition venue; a local band plays on the flat
roof of an adjoining pub and people sit around on
the steps of the old stone cross eating and
drinking. The exhibition venues are private
houses, pubs, cellars etc. volunteered by the
owners, as well as most of the town's larger
buildings. After purchasing our badge and map,
we are free to wander in and out of the 83
exhibitions, almost more than it is possible to walk
round in the two days of the Trail.
Among the highlights for me this year were an
interesting conversion of a medieval stone hall into
two flats: one minimalist, one Gothic, both housing
exhibitions of glassware, furniture and striking oils
by Betty Norton (helicopters against skyscrapers).
ln a dark dank cellar, screened in a continuous
loop, an unnerving ride along the corridors of a run
down NHS hospital on a hospital trolley, which
thankfully never reaches the destination we so
dread. There were installations, one a series of
Emmet-like constructions on an anti-war theme,
another a garage floor covered with glass cases in
which were pinned bow-ties (as a butterfly
collection) the glass cases labelled with mind
control drugs as used by psychiatric hospitals, the
free human spirit controlled by the doctors.

ln an

afternoon we got around perhaps 20

venues, varying from the commonplace
watercolour scenes to the most striking artworks
more usually seen in the capital. The charm of this

Trail is being able to wander up alleys and into
living rooms, up stairs into bedrooms; some of

these small houses may have
To that extent it succeeds.
Dave Phillips

An Arts & Architecture Trail in
the Derbyshire Peak District
\Mrksworth, near Matlock, is a tumble of stone
cottages and terraces. The steeply sloping Market
Place is bustling with people. Many of the small

up to

three

exhibitions, the occupants hovering in the kitchen
and the artist sitting on the sofa glad of a chat or a
sale. Then out into the open where there might be
a bit of street theatre or music.
Wirksworth is a town good to visit at anytime, but
at the time of its Arts Trail it is especially worth a
visit. The Arts Trail is on at the middle of each
September as part of \Mrksworth Arts Festival,
Dave Lewis
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Bridget Riley.
Limited Edition Screenprints.

rne

\Mrite Room, Leamington Spa.
H.M.Graphics has come up with another fine show
that runs concurrently with the Riley retrospective

at Tate Britain.
The manner in which Riley has worked during the
past forty years has not greatly varied. She has

always used repeated line; gentle

curves,

diagonals and verticals, co-ordinates that intersect

one another setting up rhythms, intervals and
spatial possibilities. Quite early in her career she
began filling in the spaces between the lines with
flat areas of colour, experimenting with optical
effects just as she did in her black and white Op
Art paintings. The results compared with the
American Abstract
earlier decades of
Expressionism and even the more abstract
manifestations of Pop Art seemed totally
depersonalised.

Riley's preparatory sketches in pencil and
gouache, are particularly interesting because they
are meticulous hand-painted images, in which
many of the problems have been worked through
(Riley also uses collaged cut-outs when scaling up
her images at which time final adjustments can be
made). ln large and complex subjects, such as
Reflection / it was no simple matter, once begun,
to resolve the conflicting possibilities that would
arise. lt must have required continual reappraisal
and adjustment of tonalities and colours to

for

a

balance between a
desired overall effect (one that has no focal point
but at the same time avoids any obvious
achieve,

example

underlying pattern) and an arresting, dynamic
image. lt seems to me that it was during these
periods of concentrated effort that colour became
a vehicle for the artist's personal expression; the

blues, greens, yellows, oranges, reds

and

judicious blacks became associated with particular
moods and experiences. They suggest light and
shade, sky, water, foliage, the seasons. Although

some remain purely abstract, to be enjoyed for
their colour and optical effects, others, such as
Shade, Sy/van and June are obviously nature
inspired.

Riley's methods impose strict limitations. For
example the juxtaposition of areas of colour
require a minimum degree of colour or tonal
contrast in order to separate them visually and
retain the rhythms, directions and movements that
are a vital component of her work.
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This show, like other exhibitions of her work, is
positive and uplifting; if Riley has a dark side to her
personality it is not expressed in her work. lt will be
interesting to see how it changes over the next
decade; although it seems unlikely she will
abandon a method of working that has been so
successful for so long. But who knows, it may yet
lead her down unexpected paths.

Nick Smale

Lesley Whelan
Botany lnspired
The Gallery, Earlsdon, Coventry

Lesley Whelan has found a technique and various plants and flowers will be for many highly
method of working that lifts her work a step desirable objects to have in their homes. They are
beyond the average flower painting. She uses her professionally executed and framed to a high
materials with facility and judgement and this is standard.
demonstrated most effectively in images such as
Sea Holly and Ox-Eye. She also employs colour ln her statement Whelan writes that she is
effectively, as for example in the deep crimson concerned with the botanical history, cultural
significance and emotional appeal of her subject
image ol Feveffew 1.
matter. I think that she has amply demonstrated
play
of tone and colour, her ability to achieve the latter aim, but I am not
ln all her work the
contrasts and harmonies create a surface vitality sure that her present method of working will
and add to the illusion of space, which is inherent enable her to explore the cultural and historical
in the technique she employs. These images of aspects of her subjects; to succeed in this she will
34

have to develop other ways of working and a more
flexible visual language. Striking and successful as
her work is, it remains still on a superficial level, in

that it represents the external appearance

a place as artist in residence at The University of
Birmingham Botanic Gardens at \A/interbourne.

of

things. The study of internal structures, their forms

and functions, as well as that of flower and plant
symbolism in religious and secular art would open
up many possibilities. \A/lrelan has recently gained

Nick Smale. 10.11.03
courtesy Sira-Art Consultancy

LSA Open 2OO3

at cAwGanery, Leaminston spa

Being the Editor of ARTSPACE and as an occasionally-commented-on exhibitor of art works, I find the
notion of featuring more than one piece of writing on the same subject an interesting and hopefully
stimulating mechanism by which to receive and experience a diversity of opinions, comments and
preferences / biases derived from alternative viewpoints. So three contributors have been invited to write

about the LSA Open. And three reviews have been submitted. Many thanks to Pete McCarthy,

Dave Phillips and Nick Smale for their promptness, insights and words!
And as the Exhibition Organiser, I would like to thank the following for their time, ideas and assistance:

Alfreda McHale, Hazel Shaw, Tessa Beaver, Satty Sira and Jill Murray

EXHIBITORS at LSA OPEN EXHIBITION 2OO3
lris Bertz, Tessa Beaver, Rhoda Bertz, Wendy Bicknell, Dorothy I Biddle, Helen
Bone, Ann Brain, Pat Carpenter, Sally Carpenter, Margaret Castelow, Lesley
Daniels, Michelle Dearden, Colin Dick, Stuart Ellis, Linda Frost, Philip Goddard,
Margaret Godwin, Alvar Hadland, lnga Harland, Maureen Hawkridge, fudith
Hickling, Bill fackson, Zoe felley, David fones, Rosemary Keep, Dave Lewis,
Muriel Mason, Penelope McGregor, Alfreda McHale, Laura Merlin, fane Miller,
Sheila Millward, Grace Newman, Pat Noble, Christine O'Sullivan, Steve Phillips,

Neil Phillips, Sarah Plumb, Ann Power, Mick Rafferty, Linda Rasa, Brenda
Ratcliffe, fan Rawnsley, Richard Sadler, Bryan Sapwell, Barbara Sheckley, Satty
Sira, Sonya Stuart, Mark Tilley, Nancy Upshall, Pixie Warburton, Maxwell White,
fane Williams
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LSA Open Exhibition 2003
CAW Gallery, Leamington Spa

I was most struck by the prints in this exhibition.
Passage of Time by lnga Harland is a strong
black and white etching. She has another work in

the show, a small image, entitled, Midden, which

might

in the context of other work

superimposing multiple images has a lot of
potential, but the social or psychological reading of
her photographs would have been helped and
complemented by the addition of titles.

of

gain

Zoe Jelley is another accomplished photographer.

significance, but on its own lacks the clarity and
impact of her etching. Tessa Beaver's woodcuts

Her panoramic view, Rolf

(possibly linocuts), express both feeling and
vitality. Cedar of Lebanon and Weeping

and conjures up the

Mountain Ash are much influenced by the
aesthetic of Japanese and Chinese art. She
knows exactly what she is doing and is visually
literate and sophisticated. The results are simple
and direct - the images of nature - while retaining
their identity, also go beyond outward
appearances.

Photographs could perhaps be included in the
same category as prints, in the sense that the
photographic process achieves the ultimate in
reproducing an infinite variety of tones: the holy
grail of print technology. There are several
photographers exhibiting. Richard Sadler has two

interesting and contrasting works; Arizona,
USA, a landscape with a dog seen as the

sun

John, a portrait, a head
adorned with body art, like a New Guinea
tribesman. I would have welcomed titles for the
sinks to the horizon, and

at the Albert Hall,

makes the venue look relatively small and intimate

atmosphere of the
performance. Opposed to this is the altogether
different parallel experience of the same subject
composed of numerous small equal sized
snapshots, a detailed record of the event recorded

over the period

of the concert and mounted

together to form a single large print.

I felt that many of the exhibitors might have been
more successful if they had made intelligent use
of a camera instead of paint and canvas. \Mile I

liked Rafferty's Femme Fatale,
painting of irises in

I

thought his

and you can keep your

flowers posed problems that he had not

been

able to solve. Steve Philips can handle colour but
it is not particularly evident in his painting,

Peninsula; some radical new thinking is

to

required

resolve the painting formally. Helen Bones',

Boltfrom the Blue, has pride of place and
eye-catching work; rich in colour and energy.

two photographs by Sarah Plumb; the technique
Nick Smale. 10.11.03
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is an

The LSA Open

2oo3

The Gallery, Leamington Spa.
The Gallery is once again fulfilling its original
function and the refurbished walls and floor seem
to caress the work of professional artists from LSA
as if they have been waiting a long time for such
an opportunity. The exhibition is intelligently hung
with some clever juxtapositions and is impressive
with the work of 53 artists on show.
Very well known and well respected artists are on
view and others who are still searching for that
identifiable sense of self. Tessa Beaver's
'Weeping Mountain Ash' conveys pathos as the
branches and twigs fragment from the whole, and
'Cedar of Lebanon', seemingly seen at dusk,
reveals her understanding of trees and how
evocative they can be.

Judith Hickling has presented us with

a

damaged, bandaged teddybear which is far from
the sentimental associations of our childhoods of
yesteryear and is a poignant reminder that some
childhoods are far from cosy.

hangs precariously from its plinth in a swooning
motion that challenges gravity. His other work is a
full frontal head of polished metal set against burnt
bricks of a slate complexion that has its usual
sense of presence, delicacy, and strength. lnga

Harland's 'Passage

of Time' gives us

a

composition that includes visual signs and tokens
that signal developments over time and remind us
of our roots in a thoughtful and gripping way. Her
other work'Midden'is in her more usual style of a
variegated surface, with different textures and
surfaces with the use of sophisticated colours in
restn.

Alvar Hadland demonstrates a drawing skill that
pushes historic figures such as '\Mrite Eagle' and
'Gandhi', wrinkles and all, right in your face so you
simply can't ignore them.

Laura Merlin's two imposingly large works that
frame the entrance seem abstract with saturated
colour, dappling and drips but on closer
examination reveal coherent images of women in
luscious clothes, tantalisingly mysterious.

Mark Tilley gives us a torso of beaten metal that
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we cannot escape it. This sets up tensions
as if the voyeuristic look is being
challenged by anothersetof values.
While on photographs we have Zoe
Jelley's exuberant colourful images of Rolf
Harris at the Albert Hall. lt is the record of
an event but so colourful and telling that
we could almost believe we were there.
There is a panoramic view where the
performers and the audience are captured
in one joyful moment and the other where

the image is broken up into any number of
moments where people are responding to
their experiences.
To turn now to an artist whose work over the last
few years has seen extraordinary development

Sheila Millward
Shelia Millward with 'The Gothic Girl' has put her
mastery of the figure to another use with an
evocative white naked figure that seems hugely
vulnerable set against a dark oppressive dark
shadow that drips down on the wall behind her like
a cascade of tears to create a powerful piece. Her
other work is a clever pastiche of Patrick Caulfield
and is predominately yellow in its ground with a
face of a girl looking through a window at some
highly articulated nasturtiums and creates a totally
different mood.

one turns to Lesley Daniels and she

has

presented two small paintings called 'Concubine'.
Here in these two panels, pale faces and figures
of women peer from what appears to be shutters
that seem impenetrable.

Stuart Ellis is exhibiting two of his works that
typify his style of abstracted landscapes that
shimmer and lock expanses of colour.

Golin Dick's work has his usual verve, catching as
it always does so well some event in the world of
the outsiders as in 'Travellers Gospel Song'. An
artist to his core he has roamed far and wide and
his knowledge and search for the current scene is
second to none as I can vouch from his reports
from London, Venice, Paris and many other
cultural centres.

Sarah Plumb's 'Reflections' are black and white
photographs with superimposed images of a
sensual figure with an all knowing, all looking eye
that is unavoidable so that however much we look

Lesley Daniels

The
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organisation

and handling of the

image

evokes with the hint of some foreign pontiff, a hint
of forced captivity. All is suggestive and elusive

and secret and the colours enhance the mood of
secrecy of some other place and time.
Pat Carpenter with her'Bottles and Cups' has with
her daring simplification given a dramatic narrative
to the most simple of subjects and provided a
fragmented context that is most effective.

stretched across

the canvas which

is

thickly textured. The title seems ambiguous and

to

intercept as there seems such a
luxurious enjoyment in the painting and mark
making in its own right. The icy blue areas like
shattered glass seem to symbolise something that
has gone wrong in human relations but who

difficult

knows, for the painting is delicious in its own right.

Neil Phillips has with his glass paintings raised
the temperature and his bright, vibrant colours
catch in 'Life Force' something of the vitality and
force that make up genetic structures as we
imagine them to be beneath the body and beyond
the human eye. These are unusual and the
stained glass effect would brighten up any interior.

Penelope McGregor on the other hand has
caught superbly wild life in 'Waterhole, Lake
Nakuru, Kenya and depicted the complexity
of what she has seen with enormous skill and flair
to create a convincing picture of the various
animals and birds that make up this exotic and
atmospheric scene.

Pat Noble has given us colour field paintings in
blue with a saturated liquid quality to the image
and her fascination with this mode of painting
frees her to explore any number of other
possibilities.

Philip Goddard's'Constructed Landscape' has all
the charm of a faded manuscript with layers of
weathered wood lightly touched by paint as if the
truth of the material must not be defiled. The
layers of wood seem like stiffened waves on some
unknown shore and the whole encapsulates those
areas of the world before commercialism destroyed
them.

Mick Rafferty's two works seem a play on deep
purpled lrises with one entitled 'Femme Fatale'.
These are starkly and stiffly collaged onto a
vivid white ground and they are rigid and uptight
whereas the other work'And You Can Keep Your
Flowers' is a large painting, with the flowers

Mick Rafferty

'The Town Hall' by Dave Lewis brings out the
monumental nature of the structure but in a playful
way as if a celebration were taking place. The
facade is made to seem as if it is floating, and
surrounding it streamers and fireworks in the form
of dribbles and dots of coloured paint embrace its
complexity with lions and eagles included. lt no
longer seems remote and massive but warm and
alive, a fragment that we can 'shore against our
ruin'.

Rosemary Keep's work'Blue Fold' is a minimalist
piece where the surface of the paint has been
combed to give a subtle variation and this applies
to her more metallic piece.

A Moon caught by a tree gives Anne Brain the
opportunity to impose stillness and romance with
the twittering twigs from the branches speaking
silently and in her two cows again set against
trees, rural tranquillity is achieved.

ln contrast Richard Sadler gives us an arresting
image of 'John', whose face and head have
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undergone a virtual transformation with body
piercing that goes far beyond the norm and has
become a fetish. This photograph seems to have
caught an extreme manifestation of body art with
rings and horns so that one discovers how

frightening an obsession can become. The other
work of 'Arizona' again portrays the element of the
dramatic and the sinister.

I
I
,

Brenda Ratcliffe delights in colour and reflection
as in her 'Reflections at Warwick Castle' and the
'St Emilion' gives an aerial view of a tree and
perhaps tents that has something of a Breughel
about it.

Margaret Castelow with her 'Play Time'is a
jigsaw of shapes and colours that recalls the
nursery effectively without too much mess.

Sally Garpenter's 'Stealth Series - 90 years after
Malevich' is an all black surface with stealth
bombers in relief streaming across it, virtually
unnoticeable, and a knowing acknowledgement to
one of the pioneers of Modernism, by someone
who knows their art history and has put it to good
use.

Rodha Bertz has exhibited a work called 'Stamp'
that seems to have been found in some archive

as it is old in

appearance

and

Wendy Bicknell in her construction 'Reflections'
which is made of glass has provided a work that is
paradoxical in that as you move round it you get
different imagery including your own face as seen
in the mirrors from a certain angle. The work seems
to be multi-layered so that sometimes you see a

bearded head and other times what appears to be

a shape of a baby. lt is full of ambiguities

and

constantly fascinates.

Bill Jackson's 'Wish You Were Here' is a still
frame from a video which was unfortunately not
viewable. The print consists of two figures wading
into water but why and what for only the video will
tell us.

virtually

indecipherable. There is, though, a love of surface

and this emerges in her '\Mndow on

which consists of a large area of evocative yellow
and red against blue that conveys a sensation of
summer warmth, 'and beaded bubbles winking at
the brim and purple stained mouth'.

Provence'

Muriel Mason in her work'Red Seer' gives us an
intense inward looking, heavily worked figure that
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has a touch of Rouault about it.

repetition of the same motif.

Satty Sira's 'Happy Daze' is

an

illusionist inflatable, doll-like figure with larger than
life possibilities that skirts on the edge of erotica

and entices with its sense of freedom. The free
handling of the paint and the joy of carnival
gives the image potency and undisguised fun
that would have even pleased Hans Bellmer.

Nancy Upshall's 'Pimrose'

is a

panoramic

abstracted landscape with mauves and dark reds
and patterned areas that still conveys a sense of
place and huge confidence in its depiction being a
large and potent work.

Ann Power continues to haunt us with

her

sidelong glances at Barnett Newman but with the
knowledge of retrospection so that many themes
presented are varied and hold our attention.

Ann Power

Sonya Stuart's 'Desire Reflected' is colour field
type of painting dominated by blue but with a
difference, for a pretty face smiles enigmatically
like some siren of old catching us with an ethereal
light and enticing us to turn and appreciate the
nubile profile that seems virtually irresistible.

Dorthy Biddle in 'The Great Escape' provides us
with an explosion of fireworks or some such
moment and catches our eye with an overall

Helen Bone in her 'Bolt from the Blue' continues
to please with her orchestration of colour, and
mark making as if we are observing some aquatic
paradise.

Grace Newman's two works are full of surprises
with 'Red Room' that has all the stillness of an
Albers but incorporating a more cryptic minimalism
and 'Ama' that are seem to be glass specimen
slides stacked on each other so they become like
a crystal of life that seems to rotate. Both works
small in size but potent in meaning.

Steve Phillips with his black and white drawing of
'as is' sums up in a few strokes a death scene with
the body reduced to a skull on a scraggy neck and
a withered hand. Not what you might call a
cheerful image but one that continues to haunt us
all if we are searching for the archetypical image.
'Peninsula' on the other hand is seemingly a large
landscape from a panoramic view but one that has
other implications of a passionate intensity, as if
the outside is an inside so one can see pillows
and a duvet, and other intimations all painted with
a knowing hand.

lris Bertz has it seems ceased to be expansive
and explored in 'Naked' and 'Stripped' the interior
with her bundled up, coiled strips, put in boxes as
if huddled together. These are artefacts that seem
to be sheltering, still, vulnerable, in the process of
becoming dried and decayed and our hearts go
out to them. This seems to be a new development
and one that suggests an exploration of the inner
world of nature and self.
Pixie Warburton's 'Wnter Fields 1 & 2' are colour
field paintings that evoke that period where
nothing grows but the earth is stretched and
scarred and rigid.
Margaret Godwin continues her search with 'lceLight' and 'lce Shadows' and the play of light and
shadow on water and the banks of rivers. lt is
clearly an endless task and one that makes
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on her

considerable powers of
observation and skills of depiction.

demands

fragment of a woman. lt has a period charm but it
is oddly engaging for it has an enigma not easily
solved.

Jane Williams in her work'Cadenza' depicts two
abstracted figures playing the violin that seem
ifii virtually mirror images, symmetrically placed with
,lii minor differences. The handling gives one the
impression of music emitting from the work and
,il one recalls the Futurist artist Severini. Her other
iii. wort< creates the same effect and the light colours
spatial handling are appropriate to the theme.
1i, "nO
.:
iiiri

Maureen Hawkridge

in

'Canyon' and

'Utah

has a sandy complexion suitable to the
,iiii scene of a meandering river in desert like setting
:i;lii
Out witn inverted pyramids thrown in for full pictorial
{iii effect. The sense of space is compelling and
lx' dryness and heat as if the patterns that appear
are like mirages of pointed hard shapes in a never
lris Bertz ceasing undulating body of sand.
: Panorama'

David Jones is the only potter represented and
his two pots 'Double - Walled Vessel' and 'Pot
Multi-Coloured' show a master at work. The first,
presented so that we peer straight into the orifice,
confirms the strength of the work and the vortex
like treatment of the interior surface. This is a pot
that will last a thousand years and a day and it
proclaims that through the transforming power of
the hand and the kiln the strength of the
imagination in art and artefact. The other is more
lyrical with areas of colour and ribbed surfaces at
the rim and a distortion so that not everything is
perfect and there is room for variation in shape.

Jan Rawnsley's 'Cliff Face' is a well observed
study of a clitf face against a fast flowing river. The
power of nature it seems to tell us is awe inspiring.
ln 'Leap of Faith' an enormous iceberg of Titanic

Alfreda McHale in 'Viewing a Marriage' has
presented a piece that demands answers from us
and gives us a problem to solve. At first sight it
looks like a textile circuit board with multi-coloured
cotton reels at the bottom from which hang the
entwined strips that children make, and above one
zigzags up by metal wire to white bobbins full of
yarn hanging and here is a point to be noticed on
a range of different hooks. This is clearly too literal
a reading but the work leaves us with a puzzle set
as it is in an ornate frame.

Michelle Dearden in 'Making Our Mark' and her
other work simply depicts what seems the epitome
of nature with skeletal structures in an enamel
finish with a subtle use of colour in keeping with
the subject.
Brian Sapwell in his landscapes 'Penwith Moor-

a blue Looking East' and then 'West' conveys in strong
cross has been placed and can be seen. lt visual terms a sense of wild abandon where the
puzzles and teases but does not reduce the inhabitants of such remote places live out their
size confronts us and on the top somehow

sense of bulk and danger.

Linda Rasa has provided what seems like

a

existences without interference. Each work has
modulations of light and colour so that 'Looking
East' with a glimpse of light seems less brooding
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but equally wild.

Linda Frost calls her work 'Blue Mood' and there
are six dots of blue with, below them, gradations

Christine O'Sullivan's 'Long Drawing' has faint
echoes of Klee's work but it is more tonal and the
convoluting and flowing line seems to contrast with

of pastel colours as if

more rounded and elemental forms.

seeking

the

visual

equivalence of a changing mood of introspection.

1:
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Christine O'Sullivan

Leamington Studio Artists
There

is an undoubted

romance

in

Barbara
Sheckley's work where fountains painted in white
and cascading water give a glass palace effect
and all shimmers in the light as if a dream from
some poem has materialised and bewitched us.

Open Exhibition 2003
Community Gallery
Avenue Rd
Leamington Spa

Jane Duppa-Miller has in her work given us
fantasy coloured trees as if on fire, hanging
precariously on a hill's edge, being blown wild as
wild can be, and exciting us accordingly.

Last but not least Maxwell White's 'Composition
with Squares' is as designated but these are not
any squares, for the pastel colours thoughtfully
placed against each other give a radiance that is
unexpected and a sense of peace.
Dave Phillips

There's only so much talent per square mile,
though Leamington and the LSA has more than
the national average. But when it comes to mixed
shows, geographical restrictions can be a
handicap however rich the vein of talent that's
being tapped. Curatorially complex agendas can
also be unhelpful but with a countryful of talent to
choose from, curators can usually scramble out of

the hole that they've managed to dig

for

themselves.

But when geographical or membership criteria are
combined with size restrictions in a gallery that's
had large chunks carved out of it, you have a
potential recipe for disaster. That the LSA Open is
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not a disaster is due to the inclusion of a number
of artists who have managed to push their work to
a higher level of achievement. Some of them have
had better ideas, some have been bolder, funnier,
cleverer even, but what they've all had in common
is a willingness to look outwards aesthetically
rather than inwards. They've taken on challenges
that are professionally demanding and produced
work as a result that doesn't have Made in
Leamington stamped all over it.

lris Bertz also shows us the quality of her
thinking. lt's simpler. lt's not dressed in anything
like the finery that Jones employs with his
iridescent glazes. She goes to the other extreme
in fact. There's almost a hair-shirt severity in her
coolly intelligent assemblages or there would be if
the titles, Stripped and Naked, didn't steer us
towards even more austere associations. The
simplicity of these works is refreshing. They're
successful because they act as a trigger for the
imagination. These bundles and scrolls are made
to look ancient and enigmatic but they are never
allowed to escape from the demands of an overall
abstract schema. The minimalism of the aesthetic
is well conceived but also well constrained.

Mark Tillel's Btue Iorso is also economical but
within a ditferent, older aesthetic that allows a
touch of melodrama to creep in as the torso
appears to tumble from its plinth. lt's not a subtle
piece but it works well. lt would have had more
impact if the plinth had been better made. The
plinth is part of the drama or at least it should have

been. But this one's not up to the task. lt's a
simple failing and one that could easily have been
rectified.

David Jones

The best work is three dimensionat. David
Jones' ceramics are supremely professional.
Their scorched, rugged surfaces make them look
more Made in Mordor than Made in the Midlands,
but it's in their complex surfaces and structures
that the quality of these pieces comes through.
There's a philosophical dimension to the interplay
between inside and outside in Double-Walled
Vesse/ that involves more than just achieving the
right shape for a container. lt's right because it's
wrong, and that's a classic paradox. lt's also
lusciously beautiful and that's more than just a
bonus.

Alfreda McHale
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demonstration of a process doesn't then go on to
And this is a recurring theme throughout the show.
Paintings aren't painted as well as they might be
and drawings aren't drawn with enough
confidence and conviction. Work is produced with
undoubted sincerity but often with a lack of flair.

Alfreda McHale's rumination on marriage is

become a statement.

a

strong, ambitious idea and it's put together well,
but the inclusion of a gold frame lets it down. lt's
clear what's being said. The frame represents the
stuffier end of domesticity. lt's the window-dressing
that hides the reality within but it doesn't work
aesthetically. An assemblage should operate like
a chorus with every voice playing its part. The
chords don't have to be harmonious, they can be
discordant too, but they must all work together.

Zoe Jelley shows us how in her photo-montage
of Rolf at the Albeft Hall. We get the lot. The
tackiness of the man, the enthusiasm of the
audience, the over-hyping of the occasion, (more
like the Coronation of Poppea than a
demonstration of the didgeridoo). But it holds
together well. The glitzy colouring is the binder
that allows even smiling friends to play their part.
Photography is used well by

a

Rosemary Keep

Sheila Millward

saves her statement for the title,

and it's full marks for honesty as the gaff is blown
on the painting's content. Oddly enough this
blatant bit of plagiarism works. lt wouldn't have
been much without the title but with it in place, it
becomes an appropriation that shines a yellow
light, in this case, on the daily struggles that go on
in a typical studio.

handful of other

artists. There's a typically teasing enigma from Bill

Jackson, an evocative shot of Arizona by
Richard Sadler ano an inventive display of
flowers from Mick Raffefi. The flowers are
scanned and spread across the picture plane like
a patient undergoing tests. They appear again in
his painting but without as much impact. They
don't have the same forensic look or the delicacy
of detail that photography provides with ease.

Phillips frat
almost work but they stop short of completion.
There's a peculiar wriggling quality to the forms
There's a set of paintings by Neil

and a shrieking pitch to the colours that's enough
to grab the attention but not enough to sustain it.
Rosemary Keep's quieter works on metal do
Tessa Beaver

this. B/ue Ground Metal is the best of the pair but
again this wholly competent, entirely professional
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We also get a glimpse of this in

Judith Hickling's

sympathetic portrait of a beaten-up teddy bear. lt's
perhaps a bit sentimental but it manages to

address the age-old challenges of observational
painting with a lightness of touch that suits the
informality of the subject

There are more good examples

of

Power's painting) but some of LSA's betterknown artists have excused themselves on this
occasion, no doubt for the reasons that we've
already gone into. As a result of this the show,
though not a disaster, is also not the best that the
LSA has ever mounted. Let's hope for a better
situation next year.

competent

lTessa Beaver and Inga Peter McCarthy pmc.art@virgin.net
Harland's prints, for instance, and Ann

application,

Helen

Bone.

Bolt from the Blue

Grace Newman
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